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Initials of Chair 

Priestley College – Quality and Standards Committee 

Minutes of the Meeting Held on 30 January 2020  

 

Present: Gerry Brennan, Chris Hillidge, Oliver Lister, Bev Scott-Herron, Sheila Yates  

Apologies: Mike Hartill, Carole Owen, Paula Jones, Charlotte George, Megan Byrom 

In Attendance: George Contos, Ian Hughes, Peter Khan, Carol Blinkhorn (Minutes) 

 

1 Apologies for Absence 

Apologies received from Mike Hartill, Carole Owen, Paula Jones, Charlotte George and          

Megan Byrom. 

 

Item 5 was taken  

5 Humanities, Languages, Culture and Media Faculty Update: 

i. Overall performance including actions for improvement 

ii. Curriculum development  

Mr Hughes delivered a presentation to governors, second of the Faculty updates covering: 

• Faculty subjects 

• The cluster structures  

• Focus of improvement in 2018/19 

• Progress on improvement lines 

• Areas for development 

• Curriculum developments for 2020/21 

 

Governors asked the following questions: 

Mr Brennan – Low Alps scores on some lines, why is that? Mr Hughes stated this is partly as a 

result of being inclusive, as we sometimes take students who are below a grade 5 for whom the 

minimum Alps prediction of D may be an overestimate and target them with intervention from day 

1 and we also need to solve accuracy of assessment.   

 

Mr Brennan - Does Alps allow for low entry level? Mr Hughes said Alps does not record any grade 

lower than a D. 

 

Mr Brennan - Is it realistic to rely on intervention and to bring low entry level students up to a 

pass?  Mr Hughes confirmed yes but not consistently.   

 

Dr Kahn – Enquired about subject profiling around which subjects to choose.  Mr Hughes 

responded we are looking at those vocational programmes where a 100% exam-based essay 

writing A level is chosen alongside ie English, History and Politics and we are putting on workshops 

to support these students.  In languages, French and Spanish were underperforming but now back 

up to full staffing.  Alps Connect tool helps to look at subject profiling. 

 

Mr Hillidge – Enquired about in year assessment.  Mr Hughes said is he looking to increase the 

number of staff examiners to help with in year accuracy of assessment through linking every 

professional review with a target to consider being an examiner.  

Mr Contos reported we have directed staff to become examiners and to visit other centres to 

moderate.  
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Mrs Scott-Herron – Ebacc in secondary schools, Sir Thomas Boteler CofE High School have put 

together a languages strategy and Priestley may well see an influx of students studying languages. 

What are the links? Mr Hughes noted through the TCAT MFL hub, Priestley staff have been 

offering booster sessions to high flying GCSE students at high schools.  Oxnet Hub programme 

also.  Languages nationally under pressure but we are bucking national trend.  

 

2 Declarations of Interest 

No declarations of personal or pecuniary interest in the matters to be discussed were made.  

 

3 Minutes of the Meeting held on 5 December 2019   

The minutes of the meeting held on 5 December 2019 were agreed as a true and accurate record 

and signed by the Chair.  

 

4 Matters Arising  

Actions 

No. Description  Responsible 

1 Mr Contos to look at scheduling an Alps training session for 

governors and staff in the new year, maybe a Wednesday afternoon 

in the professional development window and to raise at the next full 

Governing Body meeting. 

Mr Contos – 

No availability for 

28 February and 

offered 3 other 

dates. Committee 

agreed 18 March 

Alps 2-hour 

training session.  

Mr Contos to book 

– details to follow  

2 Mr Eccleston to expand on abbreviations in Drugs Policy the first 

time they appear. 

M Eccleston –  

actioned 

3 Mr Eccleston to follow up and invite community magistrate into 
College.  Mr Contos also advised to let Mr Whittaker know. 

M Eccleston –  

Ongoing  

 

6 Faculty Link Governor Role  

Further to Mr Brennan’s earlier email request to governors, he reported the following governors 

had said they would like to take on a link governor role: himself, Mrs Scott-Herron and Dr Kahn.  

Mr Brennan said that Mr Scott had expressed an interest at a meeting prior to Christmas and that 

he would follow up directly with Mr Scott.  

 

Once he had 4 link governors, Mr Brennan would then make a proposal for which Faculty they 

would be linked with, though it was noted Mrs Scott-Herron’s preference was to link with Creative 

Arts and Sport. 

 

Following discussion, it was agreed that link governors would be invited to attend a Faculty 

meeting as an introduction and that this can happen after half term.  
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Action: Mr Brennan to make a proposal and for Mr Contos to supply Mr Brennan with Head of 

Faculty contact email addresses so that link governors could arrange to attend their Faculty 

meeting.  

 

7 College Draft Self-Assessment Report (SAR) and Quality Improvement Plan (QuIP) 

Update  

Mr Contos took the Committee through the revised draft SAR and highlighted the Overall 

Effectiveness grade of 2.  STEM clusters on page 4 have been revised. Governors had also 

received feedback from the SAR cluster validation event in December and the new Progress Report 

– January 2020. 

 

Governors asked the following questions: 

Mrs Yates commented she was surprised at behaviour for learning requiring improvement.  Mr 

Contos reported this had been flagged at a peer review, low level, not across the patch but in 

pockets ie general conduct, language in corridors, mobile phone issue. 

 

Mrs Scott-Herron – What’s changed? Mr Contos stated student behaviour, respect to others and 

staff is gold standard, it is low level absence of ‘behaviour for learning’, mostly Level 2 and 

creeping in to vocational.  Mr Lister commented tutors are reinforcing the expectation of a higher 

standard in classrooms.  

 

Mrs Yates – It appears there is a cultural issue around mobile phones nationally.  We must make 

sure we are exhibiting the same standards across the College, ourselves as well as students.  Mr 

Contos reported on an initiative which has been piloted in Sport which seems to be effective and 

of academic research which has been shared with students.  Mrs Scott-Herron noted they are very 

strict on mobile phones in school and phones get confiscated. 

 

Mr Brennan – At the SAR validation event Mr Brennan attended, he reported he did his best to 

understand and participate but to input and judge, he felt it was not practical to do.   Mrs Scott-

Herron noted it will help through link governor role, as they will be in a position to ask pertinent 

questions.  Mr Hillidge noted being part of the Q&A process in Faculties would also help. 

 

Mr Brennan – Good list of actions for improvement – learning points in the student survey does 

not feature, should they?  Mr Contos noted these should be used for evidence of impact of our 

actions as opposed to judgements.  

 

Mr Brennan – Enquired about targeted/expected grade, looking at assessment and assessment 

for accuracy.  Agreed for Mr Contos to include in QuIP as an impact.  Teachers can implement 

effective interventions. 

 

Dr Kahn – Engagement of students, can we include this in SAR/QuIP?  Mr Contos noted we do it, 

ie issue around mobile phones was taken to College Council, looking at Priestley mission as a 

consequence of behaviour for learning. 

 

(Mrs Yates left the meeting) 
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Mr Brennan noted Dr Kahn had raised questions separately about the SAR and QuIP and Mr 

Contos had sent responses.  There were no other questions.  

 

Mrs Scott Herron – New Progress Report, what purpose is it serving?  Agreed it is much easier 

to navigate through but so what?  Mr Contos noted the report helps to identify in year progress 

and will help with accuracy of assessment.  Mrs Scott-Herron said would be useful to see a 3-year 

trend in the Alps Quality Indicator Monitoring table.  Action:  Mr Contos 

 

Mr Brennan – It looks like we are not very good at predicting things and some lines are way out.  

Mr Contos said we need to identify discrepancies and challenge.  However, more lines are accurate 

than inaccurate.  

 

Mrs Scott-Herron – How many data trawls are there over the year.  Mr Contos stated 5.   

 

Mrs Scott-Herron - What is the impact on staff workload? Mr Contos, reported reasonable and 

we don’t ask tutors to write reports. 

 

Mr Hillidge – Will report relate to recent mocks? Mr Contos stated yes and we will see this in 

Period 3.  

 

Mrs Scott-Herron asked if Mr Contos would include an introduction at the start of the Report so 

as to indicate what governors should look at.  Action:  Mr Contos – to include a narrative on the 

next report. 

 

Mr Contos circulated 2 more data sets – Inspection Data Summary Report (IDSR) and headline 

measures and will pick up both at the next meeting once governors have had the opportunity to 

look over the reports.  

 

Resolved – Governors to examine the SAR and confirm that the College Improvement 

Plan reflects appropriate progress  

 

8 Student Progress College Update  

Covered under item 7. 

 

9 Student Retention and Attendance Update 

Mr Contos highlighted the attendance data for period 1 and period 2 with and without the strike 

days.   

 

Mrs Scott-Herron and Mr Hillidge concurred that generally, it looked like attendance was down 

across the board.  Mr Contos agreed to double check attendance on a couple of lines.  Action:  

Mr Contos 

 

Retention by Bodies – overall, down .2%, particularly 2v and 3as down  

Retention on Enrolments – overall, down .1%, up on A level and dipped on AS  
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Mr Hillidge – 2V, do they fall into the leave category?  Mr Contos noted 76% carry on but it is a 

challenge. 

 

Resolved – Committee to receive the Student Retention and Attendance report  

 

10 Any Other Business 

Governors’ Seminar 

Dr Kahn enquired about a programme for the day.  Mr Contos confirmed it is a full day, 9am – 

5pm at the Village Hotel, Warrington with optional buffet dinner.  Programme to follow. 

 

11 Date and Time of the Next Meeting 

Thursday 19 March 2020 at 4.30 pm  
 

The meeting closed at 6.05 pm   
 

Action Log – January 2020  

No. Description  Responsible 

1 Link Governors  

To make a proposal as to who the Link Governors are and which 

Faculty they are linked with. 

To supply Mr Brennan with Head of Faculty contact email addresses so 

that link governors could arrange to attend their Faculty meeting. 

 

 

Mr Brennan 

 

 

Mr Contos 

2 New Progress Report 

Include 3-year trend in the Alps Quality Indicator Monitoring table.  

To include a narrative on the next report. 

 

 

Mr Contos 

Mr Contos 

3 Attendance  
Mr Contos to double check attendance data on a couple of lines. 

 

Mr Contos  

 


